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Today’s youth are facing an unprecedented amount of inflammation based illnesses that are
perplexing to medical science and hard to diagnose. This book is approximately one family’s
journey with PANS (Pediatric Auto-Immune Neuro-Psychiatric Syndrome). PANS is an illness
that's conservatively believed to affect more than 160,000 kids in the usa only. From
Autoimmune Encephalopathy, and Celiac Disease, to Asperger’s Syndrome and Sensory
Processing Disorder – our kids are burning up and traditional methods to childhood disease are
failing to quell the flames. PANS can be devastating, nonetheless it is only among the many
Shadow Syndromes today’s children encounter. This is the story of 1 family unwilling to settle for
either of these things. Because Shadow Syndromes screen symptoms that mirror a number of
known illnesses, but in shape neatly into non-e of them, parents tend to be left to either
acknowledge an incorrect diagnosis because of their child or even to receive no definitive
diagnosis at all. They're Anyfamily- which is Anychild’s story.
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Compelling and Center Wrenching Story Shadow Syndromes: Shedding Light on PANS and Other
Inflammation Based Ailments Plaguing Today's YouthShadow Syndromes is definitely a
compelling story about a family’s heart wrenching plight with PANS. When you are feeling
dropped and helpless as your child/ family decrease this path it really helps to understand you
truly aren't alone. My son is 17 today, I am 47, my oldest is 20, and we all are in another assault
again. The book helps it be very clear that can happen to Anymom, Anychild, Anyfamily in
Anytown. At the inexpensive cost, you can purchase one for yourself and buy books to give to
doctors, teachers, friends and/or family. Its my kids bodies carrying out the same, during the
perfect storms. With Shadow Syndromes, parents (or anyone!... It is beyond devastating how
damaged and out of date our medical program is, and how evidently we are all therefore
expendable, aren't we? I cried during the component where you felt helpless in the hospital
when nobody would listen to you. I recognized so much with this story as my son also had
terrifying hallucinations. It offers great information on the trip and the desperation you feel
when nobody understands what is happening to your child. However I am still thankful our case
is definitely milder than numerous others. My son did not fare well on antibiotics or steroids,
and we made the decision against using IVIG since he tested positive for Lyme. It is my body
attacking my brain. Admittedly I am just half way through, because its a difficult read, because
that is an epidemic, and I live it, albeit less severe, but also its not only my sons, its me as well. It
wasn't. As even more awareness is normally shed on this horrible disease, I could only wish that
the medical career bands around to help our children. Anymom, thank you for this read. Nobody
expects to be part of a medical mystery trying to figure out what's happening to your very own
child when actually the doctors don’t know. The perfect storm has strike. This book is certainly
everything to those who’s kids have a medical diagnosis and groundbreaking for those just
getting into this new, often dark world of PANDAS and PANS. We have found curing through
homeopathy and herbals (Buhner protocols). Being in the organizations, seeing the video clips,
reading the outward symptoms, watching the DVD "my kid is not crazy". When I read about
doctors throwing the mental meds that required me down many times...because that's not what
it really is.. I even opted to obtain ECT to try and obtain my brain back again.its biological....a
complete decade this happened certainly to me.. Because I thought it was my brain. In my family
members case, my sons weren't as severe, and issues were not completely triggered until a little
bit older with my youngest probably the most obviously affected, at 8. It is a criminal epidemic,
our broken and out of date medical system. Its still my body.) can find out about PANS and some
other medical ailments and know that they are not alone.everyone! Reveal our children are
expendable? But exactly like so many households, and victims of this, I have already been
rejected, traumatized, for being too complex, therefore mistreated by the medical and mental
community. Five Stars Gives good information about pandas and pans. I would like to thank you
from underneath of my tired .. That is a must examine for all parents, grandparents of children
experiencing this often misdiagnosed disease. Bravo Anymom! I’m sure we’ve crossed paths on
one of the discussion boards. I would like to thank you from underneath of my tired center.
Today, divorced, bankrupt, and we are still at a square 1? I want I could have brought my “back
again to normal” kid back to that personnel and show them they were wrong... the pain we have
felt, the pain Personally i think for others who’s kids are tormented. It’s very validating to
possess a reserve on this extremely important disease written from your own point of view..
PANDAS - The thief of childhood. As a PANDAS Mom, I could totally relate to what happened to
this poor kid and his family. Unfortunately I as well am affected, but at the same time its
fortunate since it made it far easier for me to understand what was taking place with my son.



Very well written Anymom! My heart and healing vibes are with you and Anychild. A current, and
accurate explanation of this epidemic. Five Stars Thank you Anymom!! Great tips in this book for
families dealing with PANS/PANDAS! I have two kids with this illness. Doing study has been just
like a second work for me. Great book I have a boy with PANS and Lyme Disease (that is a PANS
trigger). I had a similar encounter when I was forced to go to ER- even worse feeling EVER. I’m
actually having a physical reaction reading this beautifully written publication. They probably still
wouldn’t believe me anyway! Thanks for getting info out there. We have been planning genetics
testing right now thanks to your little “hint” about methylation. Thanks Anymom Many thanks for
sharing your tale. The writer, “Anymom”, tells her story very well and some helpful resources.
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